behave savagely in order to be considered civilized, rise in order to fall, sin in order to gain salvation, are rewarded for virtue by damnation, assert their presence by disappearing, are old when they are young, act as children in old age, are emancipated so they may be enslaved, see when they are blind, hate in order to love, die in order to live, refuse education in order to learn, and murder in order to create" (p.
The recent surge of black novels which demonstrate the harmonious relationship between individual and community and Baker's sense of black American culture as "a collectivistic ethos" must be seen as related to the current re-examination of that culture by historians, sociologists, folklorists, and black aestheticians.4 Stanley M. Elkins, discussing the views of slavery proposed in several studies published within the last five years, points out that writers no longer emphasize the "damage" to individuals or families done by the system of slavery, but argue instead that the resistance to slavery has led to the creation of a black culture and community.5 Similarly, theoreticians of the black aesthetic increasingly have expanded their focus to include not just the dehumanizing emotional and physical effects of racism but also the growth of a common tradition within the black community. Hoyt W. Fuller, for example, identifies an attitude of "exhortation and celebration" as characteristic of recent black writing:
The new black writers have decided that their destiny is not at the mercy of the white man, that they live in a world with options. This does not mean that they have ceased to temporary black writers. But their vision is directed toward that miracle, toward their sense of a shared historical, emotional, and aesthetic tradition, toward their own community with its possibilities for pride and laughter and love.
The strength of the community, as it generates and perpetuates its own ethos, is particularly revealed in contemporary black fiction of two types: the initiation novel and the salvation novel. In the former, the young protagonist discovers his identity by finding heroes, traditions, and emotional support within the Afro-American community. In the latter, the protagonist or, indeed, the community as a whole is not concerned with the discovery of identity, but rather with the salvation of the communal identity in the face of continuing oppression. In both categories the writers' exuberant endorsement of their culture is reinforced by the prevalence of the images and rhythms of Afro-American speech and music in their novels.
In the contemporary black initiation novel the young protagonist is able to define himself or herself within the context of the community, not outside it, or in reaction to it. Albert Murray's Train Whistle Guitar (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974), for example, is essentially concerned with a boy's search for self and a father-figure in a small, tightly-knit Alabama black community. Murray shows us that "There was a child went forth every day,/ And the first object he look'd upon, that object he became": Scooter goes forth, listening, seeing, and remembering the sights and sounds, the people and tales he meets and hears in his community. He searches frontiers close to home: "Being also explorers and also discoverers and also wagon train scouts as well as sea pirates and cowboys among all the other things you had to be besides also being a schoolboy" (p. 37). Yet, above all, he yearns to be like the hobo, Luzana Cholly, who, in being always associated in the boy's mind with the sound and motion of the train heading for parts unknown, seeks more distant frontiers. Early in the novel, however, when Scooter had tried to snag a train to follow Luzana on his travels, the hobo had stopped him, insisting that he "'Make old Luze proud of you . . . Make old Luze glad to take his hat off to you some of these days. You going farther than old Luze ever dreamed of" (p. 30). And at the conclusion of the novel Scooter has gone beyond Luzana. He assimilates the vitality and soul of all his childhood heroes literally when he learns that his father may be Gator Gus or Stagolee Dupas or even Luzana and when he writes the novel, recreating these heroes through his lyrical reminiscences of his childhood. In assimilating them, Murray implies, Scooter attains his identity.7 His search has begun and ended where it started-in the "collective ethos" of the black community.
In the black novels of initiation of the last decade, the young protagonists encounter a series of social trials. The most difficult of these rites-of-passage is the one which forces the young protagonists to acknowledge they are black, and consequently, to recognize that, like those they love, like those they know to be good and beautiful, they also are bound to be betrayed by forces outside their comprehension. The events which confront the heroes and heroines in their coming-of- For young black girls, however, it is more difficult. Harlem girls Francie and Tish are constantly subject to the advances of white men. Although they respond with fear and disgust, their emotional stability, which is severely taxed by such sexual harassments, remains steady, and their hostility is directed against white men, not sexuality itself. Both boys and girls, however, are exposed to the potentiality of violence between men and women. Thus Scooter remembers Bea Ella Thornhill cutting up Beau Beau Weaver for betraying her with another woman, and Francie knows that China Doll, the older sister of her best friend, was beaten up regularly and brutally by her pimp until she was finally driven to stab him to death.
Given the nature of racial oppression in America, such trials are in addition to the usual trials of adolescence. Black boys and girls in contemporary black initiation novels, however, confront them and survive to become vigorous members of the black community. In general, they survive because they have absorbed the traditions of "grit, shit, and mother wit" which have been passed on to them from older members of the community. Sexual turmoil is alleviated for boys by their finding with apparent ease an older black woman eager to initiate them into the pleasures of sex; it is eased for girls by their mothers' ready explanation of menstruation as a natural phenomenon and by visits with the friendly neighborhood whores, although sex itself may remain an unknown.
Although not all of them have the support of the entire community in their trials, the young black protagonists do have the support of their families, of at least one parent or a grandparent, and almost inevitably of a friend with whom the mysteries of the initiation into community life may be shared. Although the adult community at large may at times seem treacherous, the adult upon whom the child is immediately dependent is uncompromising in his or her love. This adult is consistently a model for behavior and the source of knowledge and pride, but especially during times of racial and sexual crises, he or she sustains the child with love and wisdom. For Bigger Thomas and the narrator of Invisible Man, there were no such models who could help clarify confusion and foster a sense of personal security and worth. In Kunta Kinte's Gambian community in Alex Haley's Roots (1976), a work perhaps best understood as a novel rather than an historical document, however, each adult assists the growing boy in his rites-of-passage. Later Kunta himself, still remembering and respecting his elders, acts in accordance with their teachings despite the anguish of his dislocation from Africa. He becomes the model for his daughter and, as Haley strives to make us believe, for all of his descendants in the Afro-American community.
Thus as the individual in these novels of initiation learns within the framework of the black community, personal values become synonymous with communal values. Among the values which the young black person must acquire is the particularly American value of self-reliance. Self-reliance, however, is not needed for lonely survival in a strange natural world; it is necessary for survival in a hostile social world. In order for the individual black American to be self-reliant, he or she must paradoxically rely on the community. Consequently, the desire to survive and the quest for freedom are contingent upon the individual's relationship with others. In both Ronald Fair's novels, Hog Butcher ( But if conflict between opposing forces is not central to the black initiation novel, it is to the contemporary black salvation novel. The conflict which exists in these novels is between the individual, supported by the community, and various forces of annihilation. Salvation requires the obliteration of these forces. These forces may be readily and specifically identified as the manifestations of a corrupt, racist, bureaucratic, materialistic, and imperialistic society, but more generally they are forces which stand in opposition to life. The conflict in the salvation novel can be said to be between death and life, between the possibility of physical and psychological annihilation, on the one hand, and the possibility of freedom, creativity, and love, on the other. Salvation in these novels is possible when black people affirm that pride and laughter and love-the sources of life, the means of survival-are generated in their own community, and when they find that an apocalyptic revolution, whether military or spiritual, guarantees the perpetuation of these life sources.
Unlike the black initiation novels, the protagonist in this second major category of contemporary black American fiction does not have to discover the inequities of white racism; he already knows them. Julian Mayfield suggests that the quest for identity has no relevance for black American fiction: "If a black man doesn't know who he is, he need only wait upon the first white person he meets who will indicate it to him. In a war situation such as we find ourselves in, it isn't good to be confused about your indentity."9 With racism a given in their lives, the characters in these novels are committed not to self-discovery, but either to an affirmation of their identity within the Afro-American community or to a transformation of the oppressive status quo by apocalyptic means from within the community.
In George Cain's Blueschild Baby (1970) and Sarah Wright's This Child's Gonna Livte (1969), the odds against the protagonist's even surviving the forces of annihilation would seem overwhelming, Cain's novel being a story of a young man's attempt to free himself from the bondage of heroin, and Wright's the story of a young woman's attempt to free herself, her children, and her husband from the bondage of rural poverty. In both cases, an oppressive condition, caused by the pervasive power of whites, creates a physical and mental slavery; yet each of the protagonists is saved from such slavery by the fact that they love and are loved.'0 Theirs is a personal salvation, however; they survive, but they make no attempt to change the American racist system. In other salvation novels, the characters and the community work change in the defacto status of Afro-Americans as well as in their dejure status; when no change is apparent, both actively work to attain freedom for themselves and for those they love.1l
At the age of eleven, Jane Pittman haggled with her first white overlord for a woman's wages, and at the age of 100 odd, she defies her last white overlord to join the Freedom Marchers. In Gaines' novel Jane becomes a repository of the history and culture of her people, for her actions and her convictions, even when they are personalized, are done or expressed in harmony with the people with whom she works in the fields or lives in the quarters. In the "Introduction" Gaines' fictional editor makes Jane's voice the collective voice of her people by thanking "all the wonderful people who were at Miss Jane's house through those long months of interviewing her, because this is not only Miss Jane's autobiography, it is theirs as well . . . Miss Jane's story is all of their stories, and their stories are Miss Jane's" (p. x). In conjunction with historical forces, the people as a community, motivated by Jane, join her on the march to change their joint destinies. Although individual saviors may come, Gaines suggests, finally the whole community, represented by Jane, must and will act in time to save itself.
Other contemporary Afro-American salvation novels focus upon communal commitment to an apocalyptic purgation of oppressive forces. While the characters of Blueschild Baby, This Child's Gonna Live, Jubilee, and The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman have the means to co-exist with a system of oppression during a particular moment in historical time, while they may dream better dreams for the future, they do not envision apocalyptic change. Baker points out that an "apocalypse theme" pervades black American literature, as has always been clearly manifest in the spirituals with their "promised joy of salvation and escape" and the "sense of black 'fused strength'" (p. 32). The powerful voices of revolutionaries David Walker, Frederick Douglass, and Malcolm X, urging the abolition of slavery and the uplifting of black consciousness, as well as the voices of black preachers, lie behind these apocalyptic novels which demand salvation through radical change, militant or spiritual.
In those salvation novels insisting on military revolution, the apocalypse occurs very definitely in the physical world-armed force is pitted against armed force, fire against fire-and the conflict seems a simplistic allegory with clear moralistic overtones. Black, equalling good, is pitted against white, equalling bad. The individual protagonist in these salvation novels of the physical apocalypse, who is invariably the people's savior, may have some personalizing features-his stature, intelligence, love of a particular woman-but he is a character whose personal attributes are diminished in relation to his concern for his people; he thinks of them, in turn, not concretely as his family, his friends in the quarters, but abstractly. He conceives of an Afro-American nation, often joined with African nations; his revolution must affect all black peoples. Occasionally acting alone, he usually acts in concert with a group. His and their tools are those which the protagonists of the contemporary black initiation novel are also skilled in using, "grit, shit, and mother wit"; but he is 
